
• Decimal degrees added to the 
coordinate system choice

• Save and load range and colour 
presentation

• Aircom Asset's Signia format 
supported

• Add GPS-based distance to 
time-triggered runs (accurate to 
within 10%)
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Colour Presentation 
(saving and loading map legends)

Originally Hindsite would automatically set the ranges and
colours for all map views. Some of the Criteria contractors are
given is to present their information in the company format.
For example their client is only interested when the signal falls
below –110 dBm and would like this to be shown in red while
everything above should be in green. Another client may want
the best frequency map to show his Servers displayed with 
certain colours.
The customer had the option of changing the defaults but
would have to do it for each and every map and then for every
run or new configuration they opened.

Colour presentation allows the customer to only have to input
this data once and then whenever they open up a new map
view, then they can select their colour presentation.

Example 1
Creating a colour presentation

We remove a row by highlighting a cell in the ranges box.
Move the mouse onto a cell and left-click. A flashing cursor
will indicate that this is done. Now click on            . The row
will disappear. Repeat this until only the default is left. 

Now we can add our own ranges. Click on the            button.
An empty row will appear. Enter the new ranges here. 

Ranges are entered using the keyboard. Highlight the cell using
the mouse and left-click. Using the first client's information to
enter the range in the first column as –120 and the range in
the second column as –110. 

The value in the first column is arbitrary and could be –130.

Now use the mouse to click on the red colour. We now press
the add button again which will place a new row. We now
enter the information –110 in the first column and –45 in the
second and click on the green colour. The value for the second
column is arbitrary. We could have made –45 to –10 if we
knew the signal strength could possibly go up to this.

Example 2
Saving a colour presentation

To save our presentation we click on            . This opens the
following dialogue box. This dialogue is used for both 
saving and loading colour presentations.
Before we press Save we must first give our presentation a
name. Type the name directly into the combo box and then
press Save. In this example let's use 'Pass or Fail'. Your presen-
tation will be saved to the windows registry. This dialogue will
be closed down and return you to the Map Editor. 
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Press              on the Map Editor and the map view will be
updated.

The red area shows clearly where there will be no coverage or
at least poor quality.

Composite Coverage Table View

A Composite Coverage Table        lists the highest measured
signal level and also gives the corresponding frequency or 
server. It is only available in runs with multiple frequencies.

Here is an example:

In effect this gives the same information as a best server map
but in table form so it can be exported more easily. The catch-
all system does a similar thing.

I have opened a Composite Coverage Map and 
I will load my "Pass or fail" colour presentation by selecting
the name from the combo box and clicking          . In this
screen shot, coverage is within specification with an isolated
problem area indicated in red.

Example 3
Loading a colour presentation

Loading is similar to saving a colour presentation. From the
Map Editor press            . This again opens the map ranges
dialogue box. From the dropdown box select the file with the
mouse or type the name in and it will auto-complete. Then
click          . The new dialogue box will close and the ranges 
and colours will be loaded into the Map Editor. 
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Composite Coverage Map View 

The Composite Coverage Map        plots the highest signal
level from the frequencies being measured. It is only available
if you have measured multiple frequencies. In the map editor
you can remove frequencies and change the level units. 

The route is coloured according to the highest signal level and
is annotated with the frequency of the best server. 

In this example the point indicated with the mouse shows the
best server is 1849.4 MHz and the route is red so 
the signal strength is between –112.2 to –105.

Removing Frequencies

This is only available for multiple frequency runs and only with
the best Server and Composite Coverage Map.
This new feature gives the ability to remove frequencies
(servers) from the presentation and create "what if..." scen-
arios. The customer may remove sites from the map view to
create a powerful analysis of combinations of different sites. 

The removal of frequencies can be found in the Map Editor for
Best Server and Composite Coverage.

The frequency list

This dropdown box will contain the list of frequencies that
were used during the run. To remove one of the frequencies
from your plot, select the frequency from the combo box and
then click               . Repeat this process if necessary. 

When done click           . The map will now be updated.

Best Server Map View

The Best Sever Map view has also had a slight change. The
route is still coloured according to the best server frequency
but the map is annotated with the measured level. In the map
editor, you can remove frequencies and change the level units.
In the case below the frequency 1806.4 MHz (red) is –62dBm
where the mouse pointer is indicating.
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Example 4
Removing a frequency from a best server map

Open a Best Server view. If there is one already open then
close it down and open a new one. We can see from the plot
that the server 1869.4 MHz has the highest signal strength in
the green section and is serving that section of the road.

What if we wanted to see the route plot with that server
removed. First we would bring up the Map Editor and select
the frequency we want to remove from the dropdown box and
click                  . 

The frequency combo box will go blank as a sign that the 
frequency has been removed. 

Now click               and the map will be updated.

 

If we now open another Best Server Map we can directly 
compare the two views. The map on the right contains all the
frequencies. The map below shows the after then before the
frequency is removed. We could even open another view and
remove different combinations of frequencies and see the
effect.
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We could now go a step further. Some network planners are
interested in whether they have coverage or not. At this stage
we could open a composite coverage map, remove the same
frequency and using our previously saved colour presentation,
find out if the coverage is a pass or fail. To do this we would
first open a Composite Coverage Map      and then right-click
and select properties to go into the Map Editor. Now follow
example 3 on how to load a colour presentation and example 4
on how to remove a frequency. The result should be the map
below.

In the analysis, it is clear by losing that server the coverage
will fall below the requirement. This also gives an indication of
coverage during heavy traffic periods. Like with the Best Server
we can open multiple views and remove which frequencies we
like for on-screen comparisons as well as being able to print
off maps or add them to reports.

Adding Distance based on GPS coordinates

Another new feature requested by customers is adding dis-
tance to a time-triggered run. This is only to be used for new
run files. It is not compatible with run files made with previous
releases of Hindsite. Distance is derived from two GPS coordi-
nates. This is available to runs that are time-triggered. It is
available as a selectable field in all table views.

Example 5
Adding Distance to a Confidence Table

In this example I am using run file GPR-TIME-942.2 MHz-
Routetrace.hsr. When the GPR is in multiple sample mode, it
takes 200 samples a second. The percentage and confidence
values are calculated by the GPR and then sent to Hindsite.
First open the run file.

From the icon toolbar select      . This will open the Confidence
Table. From the highlighted section, taking the 20 dBµV col-
umn, we can say with 90% confidence that the signal strength
will equal or exceed this level.

 

We now want to add GPS distance. First we right-click and
select properties to bring up the Table Editor. The next thing
we need to do is add a column.

It looks better to place the distance column between the time
and latitude. This is done by selecting column 2 using the
scroll controls and clicking            . 

From the field combo box we scroll down and select 'GPR-GPS
Distance'. This would say Griffin if this run file was done by a
Griffin. Do not choose 'GPR-Distance' as this contains informa-
tion used for route tracing and will give no valid results. By
default the units are set to miles but you may change the units
to your requirements in the unit combo box. Click            on
the Table Editor to update the view.
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Decimal degrees 

Most planning tools require GPS information to be in decimal
degrees. Many customers had asked for this feature to be
included. Decimal degrees are made up of degrees and min-
utes. A negative number tells the direction (south for latitude,
west for longitude).

The option is accessed from the local coordinate system      . 
A dropdown menu appears prompting you to make a selection.
Clicking on WGS-84(Lat/Long), decimal will change all open
views to decimal degrees. The coordinate system with the tick    

is the current system. Once the coordinates have been
changed, the table can now be exported using the ASCII for-
mat. 

If using one of the other export facilities, DO NOT change the
coordinate system from the default WGS-84 (Lat/Long).

 

In the screen shot above I also changed the unit field to con-
vert the distance to kilometers.

Please refer to the 8010 Hindsite RF
Propagation Software data sheet for
more details.
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Ordering information

8010 Hindsite™ RF Propagation Test Software

MS Windows 95, 98, NT 4.0, 2000, XP M 897 825
8301 Griffin Fast Measurement M 100 500
Receiver
US cellular, GSM 900
8302 Griffin Fast Measurement M 100 501
Receiver
US PCS, GSM 1800
8381 Griffin UMTS Down Converter M 248 650
for 8301 Griffin
8382 Griffin Up-Converter M 248 648
for 8301 Griffin
8103 GPR General Purpose Receiver M 100 603
26 MHz to 1000 MHz


